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Abstract: Extending the fully quantum-state-resolved description of elementary chemical reactions beyond three or four atom systems is a crucial issue in fundamental chemical research. Reactions of methane with F, Cl, H or O are key examples that have been studied prominently. In particular, reactive resonances and nonintuitive mode-selective chemistry have been reported in experimental studies for the $F + CH_4 \rightarrow HF + CH_3$ reaction. By investigating this reaction using transition-state spectroscopy, this joint theoretical and experimental study provides a clear picture of resonances in the $F + CH_4$ system. This picture is deduced from high-resolution slow electron velocity-map imaging (SEVI) spectra and accurate full-dimensional (12D) quantum dynamics simulations in the picosecond regime.

Fundamental research on elementary chemical reactions has achieved a fully quantum-state-resolved level of understanding for triatomic and, more recently, for tetra-atomic reactions. Extending this understanding towards larger systems, recent research has focused on bimolecular reactions of methane with F, Cl, H or O as benchmark examples. Experimental studies have revealed mode-selective chemistry in these systems and observed signatures of reactive resonances. To interpret and comprehend these phenomena, theoretical research is necessary. Full-dimensional potential-energy surfaces (PESs) based on high-level ab initio calculations have been constructed and quantum-state-resolved reaction dynamics on these surfaces have been studied by quasi-classical trajectory simulations, which cannot describe resonances and reduced-dimensional wave-packet calculations. Rigorous full-dimensional quantum dynamics calculations studying these six-atom reactions on accurate PESs were restricted to short simulation times of a few tens of femtoseconds and typically computed thermal rate constants.

The $F + CH_4 \rightarrow HF + CH_3$ reaction is particularly interesting as a prototypical example of an early barrier reaction. It shows a low barrier of 3.23 kJ mol$^{-1}$ with a bent transition state that partially inherits its structure from the van der Waals complex present in the entrance channel of the reaction. Studying the mode-selective chemistry of the $F + CHD_3$ reaction, the van der Waals complex was found to severely influence the reaction dynamics: it results in, for example, a counterintuitive effect of H–C stretching excitation on the HF + CD$_2$/DF + CHD$_2$ branching ratio. To provide detailed information on the dynamics in the vicinity of the reaction barrier, the $F + CH_4 \rightarrow HF + CH_3$ reaction using photodetachment of CH$_4F^-$ was investigated by spectroscopic experiments. Prominent resonance structures were detected in the high-resolution photodetachment spectra but could not be assigned. The present work provides a detailed picture explaining these structures and the underlying quantum dynamics. To this end, rigorous full-dimensional (12D) wave-packet calculations studying the quantum dynamics of the $F + CH_4$ system after the photodetachment of CH$_4F^-$ on a picosecond time scale will be presented and compared with new, high-resolution experimental results.

Transition-state spectroscopy probes the dynamics in the vicinity of the transition state using photodetachment of an ionic precursor. In the present case, an electron is detached from CH$_4F^-$ to obtain the reactive species. CH$_4F^-$ effectively shows a C$_3v$-symmetric structure where the fluorine atom is located close to one hydrogen atom at a linear C–H–F arrangement (see inset (b) of Figure 1 for a schematic representation of the geometry). The Franck–Condon point of the photodetachment process is located in the entrance channel of the $F + CH_4 \rightarrow HF + CH_3$ reaction close to the transition state of the reaction. Following electron detachment, the wave packet evolves on the PESs of the neutral $F + CH_4$ system. A schematic plot of the PESs is given in Figure 1. The present work employs a newly developed set of six vibronically and spin–orbit-coupled PESs (see the Computational and Experimental Section for details) to describe the three doubly degenerate electronic states which are relevant for the process. In the entrance channel of the reaction, different van der Waals minima are found depend-
The most prominent minima are found at $C_{3v}$-symmetric geometries where the fluorine is located opposite to a hydrogen atom at $H\cdots CH_3\cdots F$ (see inset (a) of Figure 1 for a schematic representation of this geometry).

Photodetachment spectra for CH$_4$F$^-$ and CD$_4$F$^-$ are given in Figures 2 and 3. The experimental spectra are obtained by slow electron velocity-map imaging (SEVI) of cryogenically cooled ions and the theoretical spectra are calculated by converged full-dimensional quantum dynamics on six coupled PESs employing the multi-configurational time-dependent Hartree (MCTDH) approach [24,25] (see the Computational and Experimental Section for details). The photon used in the SEVI overview spectrum (307 nm for CH$_4$F$^-$ and 315 nm for CD$_4$F$^-$, respectively) are very close to the threshold for photodetachment. Consequently, the measured peak intensities can deviate from the idealized theoretical spectrum which assumes instantaneous electron detachment.

Overview low-resolution spectra for both isotopic species are shown in Figure 2. In the energy regime between 29500 and 30000 cm$^{-1}$, both the CH$_4$F$^-$ and CD$_4$F$^-$ spectra are highly structured. The structure in the CH$_4$F$^-$ experimental spectra is consistent with that reported previously [18] but the CD$_4$F$^-$ spectra resolve a progression that was not observed in the previous experiment. Improvements to the photoelectron spectroscopy apparatus have increased experimental resolution and sensitivity [35] allowing the observation of an analogous progression in both species. For CH$_4$F$^-$ the experimental data show peak spacings between 15–25 cm$^{-1}$ and an average progression of 19 cm$^{-1}$ is found in the theoretical calculation. For CD$_4$F$^-$, typical peak spacings of 15–20 cm$^{-1}$ are found experimentally, compared to 16 cm$^{-1}$ in the theoretical calculations. The very similar progressions and the agreement in the low-resolution spectra indicate that the essential processes present in the system are described by the theoretical calculations. Therefore, the theoretical calcula-
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**Figure 1.** Left-hand side: Schematic overview of the PESs involved in the CH$_4$ + F $\rightarrow$ FH + CH$_3$ reaction (top). The solid potential curve indicates the reactive $A_1$ state and the dotted potential curves the nonreactive $E$ states. $\Delta\alpha_0$ is the atomic spin–orbit splitting. The arrow, marked with $e^-$, indicates the initial state generated by detaching an electron from the anionic CH$_4$F$^-$ precursor complex. Right-hand side: a) $H\cdots C\cdots F$ equilibrium geometry of the van der Waals complex. b) $H_3C\cdots H\cdots F$ geometry at the Franck–Condon point.
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**Figure 2.** Photodetachment overview spectra for a) CH$_4$F$^-$ and b) CD$_4$F$^-$ . The experimental spectra were obtained at 315 and 307 nm, respectively. See the Computational and Experimental Section for details.
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**Figure 3.** High-resolution photodetachment spectra for a) CH$_4$F$^-$ and b) CD$_4$F$^-$ . See the Computational and Experimental Section for details.
tions can be used to understand the underlying processes in detail.

As explained above, the initial nuclear wave function is inherited from the anionic precursor, which is centered at a linear F−H−CH₃ geometry. After the electron is detached, the wave packet propagates on the PESs of the neutral F + CH₄ system, which shows potential minima at bent geometries as well as open channels toward dissociation in F + CH₄ reactants and HF + CH₃ products. To gain a deeper understanding for the process of the reactive A state, the time-dependent wave function obtained from the quantum dynamics simulation, which contains all information about the system, is analyzed (see the Supporting Information). From this, we can draw the following picture.

Two dominant motions are found, the F−CH₃ stretching motion and a relative rotation of fluorine and methane with respect to each other. In the first 200 fs after the electron is detached, the relative rotation of methane and fluorine is found to be faster than the dissociation into F + CH₄ because of the low moments of inertia of CH₄. In the first 100 fs, the systems rotates from a pseudo-linear H₃C−H−F geometry (as depicted in inset (b) of Figure 1) to the neighboring minima of the van der Waals complex, which show a H−CH₃···F arrangement (as depicted in inset(a) of Figure 1). The majority of the wave function continues to rotate and performs a 180° rotation after about 160 fs. Dissociation only plays a minor role during this period. Having gained momentum towards the dissociation into F + CH₄, relevant parts of the wave function start to dissociate for times longer than 200 fs. For these parts, very complex and chaotic dynamics are observed, including large amplitude motions where some parts of the wave function are trapped very close to the dissociation threshold.

Having discussed the main process above, the physics contributing to the fine structure is discussed. As pointed out above, the Franck–Condon point of the system shows a nearly linear H₂C−H−F geometry and the relative rotation of the fluorine atom and the methane molecule with respect to each is the dominant motion in the first 200 fs. The wave function is performing a rotation to the neighboring H−CH₄−F minima in the first 100 fs. At this point, minor parts of the wave function do not continue to rotate because they are reflected at the neighboring hydrogen atoms, which are located in the direction of the rotation. These hydrogen atoms provide an atomic post for the reflection, which stops the rotation. The reflected parts of the wave function return to the Franck–Condon point and induce recurrences, which are responsible for the observed fine structure.

In the autocorrelation function, multiple recurrences are found, a first weak recurrence at 400 fs and a stronger one at 600 fs. Further recurrences follow for later times (see the Supporting Information). In contrast to the photodetachment spectra of triatomic systems as H₂F⁺, where isolated resonances were found and quantum numbers could be assigned,[29] the high density of states and chaotic dynamics prohibit such analysis for the present system. Here an analysis based on periodic orbits (see, e.g., Ref. [29] for a review on the subject) allows one to identify the characteristic motions which cause the resonance structures. Prototypical periodic orbits starting in the vicinity of the Franck–Condon region are shown in Figure 4. They correspond to the recurrences described above and represent periodic motions with time periods of 330 (a) and 700 fs (b), respectively. The trajectories depict a motion where the fluorine atom is moving back and forth between two hydrogen atoms of the methane molecule. This motion is found to be significantly coupled to the CH₃-F stretching motion. In the wave function, these recurrences form resonances that are stable for longer than 1.5 ps.

In conclusion, accurate full-dimensional wave-packet dynamics calculations studying resonance structures in the entrance channel and the transition-state region of the F + CH₃ → HF + CH₄ reaction by simulations on a picosecond time scale have been reported and compared to improved experimental spectra. The calculations employ a newly developed set of diabatic PESs, which accurately describe the vibronic and spin–orbit coupling present in the entrance channel of the reaction. Good agreement is found between the theoretical results and improved transition-state spectroscopy measurements. The present results highlight the importance of pre-reactive van der Waals complexes for the F + CH₃ → HF + CH₄ reaction. In this distinctly early barrier reaction, quasi-bound states of the pre-reactive van der Waals complex show significant overlap with the transition-state region and resonance structures can be seen in the transition-state spectra. Both theory and experiment confirm a high density of such quasi-bound states. These states are likely to mediate the reaction of F + CH₄ → HF + CH₄ at low temperatures and give rise to complex steering effects which already have been detected in scattering experiments studying the control of chemical reactivity by laser excitation of specific vibrations.[30]
**Computational and Experimental Section**

Theory: Coupled diabatic PESs for $F^+$, CH$_4$, have been constructed following the approach of Ref. [26]. For the description of the excited electronic states as well as for geometries with C–F distances larger than 3.6 Å, the data obtained by multi-reference configuration interactions (MRCI) were taken from Ref. [26]. To improve the accuracy of the ground-state PESs compared to Ref. [26], new ab initio results obtained by explicitly correlated clustered cluster calculations on the CCSD(T)-F12a level with an aug-cc-pVTZ basis using the MOLPRO program[30] were employed to describe the electronic ground state at smaller C–F distances. The wave-packet dynamics calculations were performed using the MCTDH approach[24,25] and the correlation discrete variable representation (CDVR) potential quadrature.[51] The basis set sizes required to obtain convergence are described in the Supporting Information. The calculation of the initial wave packet and the low-resolution spectra followed the approach used in previous work.[20,26,30,31] In the calculation of the high-resolution spectrum, the initial wave packet generated by the photodetachment was first propagated in an imaginary time for $\beta = 4000$ a.u. before the real-time propagation was started. The photodetachment spectra were obtained by Fourier transforming the autocorrelation function and multiplying the result with a spectrum by an appropriate energy-dependent factor to compensate for the effect of the imaginary time propagation. This procedure crucially improves the energy resolution in the low-energy regime. Autocorrelation function data was calculated up to a time $t = 2.0$ ps and the cos$^5$-filter described in Ref. [32] was employed to avoid noise resulting from the limited propagation time. All spectra are shifted by $-10 \text{ cm}^{-1}$ to improve the agreement with the experimental data.

Experiment: The SEVI anion photoelectron apparatus has been described in detail previously.[20,26,30,31] SEVI uses an electron imaging spectrometer at low extraction voltages, allowing for an expanded view of the low kinetic energy electrons and a sub-millimetre electron volt energy resolution. The low-resolution overview experimental spectra of Figure 2 are from Ref.[18] but the high-resolution spectra of Figure 3 make use of ion cooling and photoelectron event counting. The instrumental resolution is the same as in the previous experiment. However, the addition of photoelectron event counting for the imaging detector allows for improved sensitivity and signal-to-noise. In addition, ion temperatures are unknown for the previous experiment but rotational substructure and vibrational hot bands may contribute to the spectral congestion. Ion trapping and cooling is expected to minimize such effects by cooling the anions to a temperature of about 10 K before photodetachment. A gas mixture of trace NF$_3$ and 10% CH$_4$/CD$_4$ in helium was expanded through a pulsed valve into the vacuum. F$^-$ was generated by dissociative electron attachment to NF$_3$, by a pulsed ring ionizer, and CH$_4$/CD$_4$ complexes were stabilized in the jet expansion. The ions were mass-selected, and photodetached by the frequency-doubled output of a tunable dye laser. The electron kinetic energy distributions are reconstructed with the BASEX algorithm, and the electron binding energy (eBE) spectra derived by subtracting the electron kinetic energy from the electron binding energy, defined as the difference between the photodetachment photon energy and the measured electron kinetic energy.
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